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Brooklyn 
 

 

 

 

NOVEMBER 
Who we have as executors of our wills, and attorneys who handle trusts and 
estates? 
Most members have children, one of whom has been appointed executor and another 
as second, but for those of us who do not have children, the choices varied from other 
relatives to attorneys. One concern was an attorney as old as we are and an executor 
only a few years younger, and whether an executor needed to live somewhere 
reasonably close by or distance doesn’t matter. Discussion led to trusts and revocable 
trusts, and also touched briefly on elder-care services and individuals. 
 

DECEMBER 
The vaccine and getting the shots 
when that might happen for us old folks, and figured it would take a good while. We 
checked on everyone’s health, discussed knitting projects and what to do with excess 
yarn, the disgraceful behavior of the present president, and all manner of other things. 
We’ve been together long enough to be like good friends getting together. A few really 
busy people come when they can, and that’s fine. 
 

JANUARY 
Vaccines and getting vaccinations 
Two or three members had just had their appointments cancelled due to the shortage of 
vaccines and were very frustrated. We discussed how best to get an appointment, and 
the annoyance on some sites of having to fill out a complete application before finding 
out if any dates were even available. The NYC Health & Hospitals site was considered 
the best by those who tried it. One member is in the AstraZeneca vaccine trial and, 
although she thinks her first shot was the real thing, she hopes to find out at her second 
shot whether or not she did.  

And in the mental health category, we also discussed knitting and ideas for using many 
left-over balls of yarn. 

 

 

 

 

Botanic garden 
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Downtown East 
 

 

 

 

 

JANUARY 
A heightened sense of mortality during the pandemic.  

A member is asking herself questions like, “should I update my will in case I die?” She’s 

re-evaluating how she spends her time and thinking about things she wants to do but 

hasn’t yet. What about being more recreational? At one point she mentioned she thought 

about leaving New York City, but then realized all the things she loves about it and would 

miss too much. 

The conversation shifted to the things we’re all waiting and hoping to do come the Fall of 

this year. One member already has tickets for the NYC Ballet and programs at Lincoln 

Center. After all, we need to support the arts. We’re aware that all our plans later this year 

depend on the success of vaccinations. 

A question was asked about whether members are supporting their local restaurants – 

yes. Here are a few favorites that were mentioned: 

North Square (https://northsquareny.com/) in the West Village on Waverly and 
MacDougal Streets. They have private rooms outside.  

L'Angeletto (https://langeletto.com/) is at 327 Second Avenue at 19th Street. You can 
eat outside under heated lamps. 

Hane Sushi (https://www.hanenyc.com/) at 346 First Avenue at 20th Street also has 
enclosed spaces to eat outside. 

Also mentioned was Smile to Go (https://www.smiletogonyc.com/) on Lexington and 
24th Street. They are open for breakfast and lunch. 

Boucherie Union Square at 225 Park Avenue South. They also have outdoor heating 
lamps. 

There was also a comment about what people are streaming. There’s so much to 
watch, not only to stream programs, but also offerings from the JCC, 92Y archives and 
many, many other organizations. We barely touched the surface with recommendations 
for Borgen and the Queen’s Gambit. 

 
 
 

Gramercy Park 

https://northsquareny.com/
https://langeletto.com/
https://www.hanenyc.com/
https://www.smiletogonyc.com/
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FEBRUARY  

COVID vaccination experiences and other things 

All were good, though some of us waited much longer than others. The important thing 

is that we’re able to get appointments and take care of our health. 

A member asked where to buy a bra. It was suggested to call Orchard Corsets on 157 

Orchard Street on the Lower East Side. You need to call to make an appointment at 

212-674-0786.  

One member mentioned her primary care doctor is transitioning to concierge service. As 

her health is good, she’s not really interested in paying so much money to go to the 

doctor. It was suggested she reach out to Shawndra, the Caring Collaborative 

Coordinator and ask her to send an email to CC members that you are looking for a 

new primary care doctor in your neighborhood. It would be good to let her know the 

neighborhood where you’re looking for a doctor, so members can respond. You can 

reach her at coordinator@ttncaringcollaborative.org. 

It was suggested to ask your doctor for a phone number of how to reach them in the off 

hours when the office is closed so you have that information on hand. 

For those of us looking for a new primary care doctor or other specialist we talked about 

what we wanted the doctor to focus on. Are they a good diagnostician? Do they like to 

run tests? It was noted that it’s important to make sure you get copies of your tests so 

you have it for your records and can see what information is included that the doctor 

might not talk about for your issue. Some of us can view test results through the hospital 

portal like with NYU Langone. 

On a totally different subject, a member shared that she’s writing a book about dating. 

She shared that she may focus mostly on dating during the pandemic. We all look 

forward to hearing when it will be published so we can read it. 

 

Eastside Afternoon 
 

 
 

 
 

 

JANUARY 
The pandemic, now and in the future 
Covid vaccination shots  
(scheduling, impact on our lives, etc.);  
Worry about our families 

Bloomingdales  

mailto:coordinator@ttncaringcollaborative.org
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stress-induced health problems 
Dealing with loneliness and boredom 
Sharing recommendations  
for good books, remote concerts, and theater to help with all this; and happily, also 
Joyous events  
(yes, there have been some!).  
 
We look forward to warmer weather so we can try to meet outside in person.  
Also, during the past two months we supported members who needed medical attention 
both remotely and in person. 
 

Lincoln Square 

 
Lincoln Center 

NOVEMBER-JANUARY 

Parties 
Members gathered for informal Zoom sessions to celebrate the holidays – on Thanksgiving Day 

and New Year’s Eve, which featured virtual party hats and games.  

How to be your own best advocate and get what you want –  

How far do we go in insisting on better treatment including medical?  

Ageism –  

To what extent/how does society treat us differently because we’re older.  

Self-image/self-esteem –  

Are older people invisible? How important is physical appearance in our self-esteem?  How 

important is physical attractiveness?  Are beautiful women treated better, hired faster, etc.? 

Covid 19 vaccinations –  

Options and advice for securing appointments for first and second shots; experience at various 

vaccination venues. 

In addition to circulating materials and presentations on Covid, when vaccination category 1B 

opened in January, we circulated information as soon as available on locations accepting those 

over 75.  This was extremely helpful – when we met on January 15, one week after vaccinations 

were opened to those 75+ and 5 days after they were opened to those 65+, everybody at the 

meeting had an appointment although some were trying to improve on date/location.   
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Murray Hill/Kips Bay 

 
 

 

 

 

 

NOVEMBER 
Difficult situations:  

How to react to different opinions, when to be flexible, when to say no, and when to 

walk away from a situation.  Most of us agreed that retirement has substantially reduced 

the number of difficult situations we encounter.  Members mentioned several ways of 

dealing with challenging situations including doing research, asking for other people’s 

opinions, and delaying a decision to think about the best way to proceed.   

Several people brought up differences of opinion with some friends or relatives about 

political issues, and it was agreed that avoiding the topic completely with certain people 

was necessary.  However, some members said they had friends or relatives they 

disagreed with but with whom they could still have cordial political discussions.  One 

member said she and a friend limited their political discussions to 20 minutes and then 

changed to other topics.   

Another difficult situation was how to deal with people not wearing masks in stores, 

banks, or on buses.  We agreed that in a store, bank, or similar environment, it would be 

best to contact the manager, especially if the offending person was an employee.  On 

public transportation, however, it would be better to avoid confronting the unmasked 

person and either move away from them or get off the bus and wait for the next one. 

It was noted that a 311 App is available for Android and iPhones for reporting problems 

in many individual categories including social distancing complaints, homeless persons 

needing assistance, noise conditions, illegal parking, and broken sidewalks and parking 

meters. 

DECEMBER - First meeting 

Senior living arrangements.   

Most of us said we would like to remain in our current apartments as long as it is safe to 

do so.  Some members are planning to age in place and hire home health aides if and 

when needed.  

Others are thinking about or looking into continuing care communities or senior 

residences, both here and in Florida, for the intermediate-term future.  We discussed 

the advantages of continuing care communities and other senior residences (on-site 

help when needed, planned activities and events) as well as potential problems 

(inadequate staffing, confinement in case of a future pandemic).  Several of us are 

Kips Bay towers 
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planning to visit and get information from local continuing care communities when Covid 

restrictions are lifted.  In addition, we noted that a number of new high-end independent 

living and assisted living facilities are opening in Manhattan. 

DECEMBER -Second meeting 

Keeping fit this winter when gyms may be closed or unsafe.   

Several of us normally work out at gyms or health clubs using machines, free weights, 

and/or pools.  One member regularly used the pool at the Vanderbilt Y on 47th Street, 

and others spoke highly of fitness classes at the Stein Senior Center on 23rd Street, 

and the Baruch College gym which also has a large pool. 

During Covid, many of us are either working out less or making do at home with free 

weights, resistance bands, or exercises learned during current or past PT.  Some 

members are walking outside daily, weather permitting, sometimes in Madison Square 

Park.  One member spoke highly of yoga for arthritis taught by Elizabeth Hansen 

(egrhansen@gmail.com), who is continuing her instruction through TTN. 

We spoke briefly about the recent Madison Square Park's Zoom meeting about park 

safety.  Two of us who attended agreed that the proposed recommendations were 

inadequate for reducing threats from speeding delivery bicyclists and violent mentally ill 

homeless. 

JANUARY 

How well our neighborhood group has been functioning during the past year and 
what changes we wanted to make going forward.   
Members agreed that we have been flexible as needed and successfully met the 
challenges of moving to Zoom and weekly meetings to support each other after Covid 
broke out last spring.  Subsequently, we changed to semi-monthly meetings with a topic 
focus which is currently working well for us.  Several members said they liked that 
everyone participates and that we listen to each other respectfully without giving advice.  
The one change we decided to make going forward was that each of us would 
contribute something positive about our lives or something were grateful for at the end 
of each meeting.  We also briefly discussed the possibility of an attendance requirement 
and decided to postpone that decision until we resume a more normal meeting schedule 
after Covid. 

Individually, we’re looking forward to receiving the Covid vaccine which two of us have 
already scheduled.  Other members expressed frustration about trying repeatedly and 
unsuccessfully to book appointments on various city and state websites.  Additional 
aspirations for the New Year include resuming creative activities such as writing and 
organizing important documents and other paperwork. 

 

 

mailto:egrhansen@gmail.com
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Queens 

 

 

 
 

 

JANUARY 
Sleep and Aging  

It was noted that many in the group had sleep issues for a long time, but it seemed that 

it had gotten worse since the pandemic.   

As we get older, our sleep patterns change. In general, older people sleep less, wake up 

and go back to sleep more often and spend less time in deep sleep or dreaming than 

younger people. However, it is a myth that older adults require less sleep than younger 

individuals. Many older adults have a hard time getting the sleep they need, but that 

doesn’t mean they need less sleep. The amount of sleep that a person needs can 

decrease from infancy to adulthood, but this trend appears to stop around age 60. 

However, at any age, you still need quality rest to be healthy. 

There are many causes for sleep problems as we age. 

1. Health Conditions: Mental and physical health conditions may interfere with 
sleep. Conditions that commonly affect sleep in older people include depression, 
anxiety, heart disease, diabetes, and arthritis. 
 

2. Poor sleep habits: If you don’t keep a steady schedule for going to bed and waking 
up, it can affect your body’s internal clock and make it even harder to get good 
sleep. At any age it’s a minus if you drink alcohol before bedtime, nap too much, or 
stay in bed when you’re not sleeping. 
 

3. Medications: Some drugs make it harder to fall or stay asleep, or even stimulate 
you to stay awake. If you think that might be true for you, ask your doctor to check. 
 

4. Worry, stress, or grief. Aging brings many life changes and some are positive and 
wonderful. Others are really hard. When you lose someone you love, move from 
your family home, or have a condition that changes your life, that can cause stress, 
which can hamper your sleep. Living thru a Pandemic now needs to be added to 
this list. 
 

5. Sleep disorders: Insomnia, restless legs syndrome and REM behavior disorder to 
name a few.  
 

6. Too much downtime.  While most of us have been pretty active, the Pandemic has 
curtailed a lot of our activities.  The cold weather has only added to this. But if your 
days are too idle, you may find it harder to get good sleep. 

The Unisphere 

about:blank
about:blank
about:blank
about:blank
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Do you get enough Sleep?   Everyone is different. If you sleep less than when you were 

younger but still feel rested and energetic during the day, it might be that you now just need 

less sleep.  But if you have noticed that your lack of sleep affects you during the day there 

are steps you can take to get better rest. Many are simple tweaks to your daily routine. 

These steps often involve focusing on improving sleep hygiene and developing habits 

that encourage quality sleep: 

1. Exercise: People who exercise regularly fall asleep faster, sleep                       
longer, and report better quality of sleep.  

2. Reduce bedroom distractions: Televisions, cellphones, and bright lights can 
make it more challenging to fall asleep. Reserve the bedroom for only sleeping 
and sex. 

3. Avoid substances that discourage sleep: This includes alcohol, tobacco, 
caffeine, and even large meals late in the day can make sleep more 
challenging. Try eating dinner at least four hours before bedtime. 

4. Keep a regular sleep schedule: Remember that aging makes it more difficult 
to recover from lost sleep. Avoid sudden changes in sleep schedules.  

5. Develop a bedtime routine: Find activities that help you relax before bed. 
Many older people enjoy a bath, reading, or finding some quiet time before 
getting into bed. 

Finally, sleep is a time for the brain and body to engage in vital growth and repair. It is 

an essential path to a healthy lifestyle.  

 

Riverdale 

 

 

 

 

NOVEMBER 

What we did for Thanksgiving this year 

It felt diminished. Usually, it’s a large crowd and instead all had the pleas to stay home. 

We had lunch instead of dinner because one of my kids now lives overseas. The 

member was happy to share she made pumpkin pie from scratch. 

Another made Cornish hens instead of turkey. She mentioned that one year they ate in 

stages. She misses her family in Colorado and is used to being an orphan. 

Raoul Wallenberg Forest 

about:blank
about:blank
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Another member was frustrated because she made plans to be part of the TTN 

Thanksgiving event, but couldn’t log on to the website. She made her own meal, without 

turkey. 

Canadians celebrate Thanksgiving in October. They have similar food traditions – 

probably a harvest festival meal. Her mother took pictures of every family meal.  

In Maryland, a member drove to see family. Her sister is a wonderful cook. Then she 

continued her trip to Naples, Florida. 

Another member did Facetime with her daughter in Georgia. She ordered her dinner 

from a local restaurant (Blue Bay). 

Another mentioned reading a New York Times article about Hemlock Hills Farm, part of 

natural small farms that do their own processing. They have other meals and sell crafts 

in their store. 

One member visited her son and met her new grandchildren (twins). There were nine in 

attendance. Everyone was careful. 

Eliminating depression this winter 

Some of us get up and plan the day. This feels much better than hanging around and 

not getting dressed. It feels like the day is positive. 

Some of us walk in nature or walk around the neighborhood. One member mentioned 

an Urban Forest on Palisades Avenue. 

http://nycaudubon.org/component/content/category/8-go-birding  

There’s Wave Hill (https://www.wavehill.org/). You need to make reservations.  

Van Cortlandt Park (https://vancortlandt.org/visit/) for bird watching. One member noted 

she has seen 48 species a few years ago. They provided binoculars. 

Ramble of North Woods of Central Park (https://www.centralparknyc.org/locations/the-

ramble) There’s an owl somewhere in the woods. Some go alone as well as with 

friends. The member also mentioned an exercise class that she attends online twice a 

week. She said she’s energized for the rest of the day. 

Go out with good walking sneakers for 30 minutes every day. Walking and being 

outside really helps. 

Be a stroller in the neighborhood. Pay attention to the houses in Riverdale.  

Fort Tryon Park (https://www.forttryonparktrust.org/visit-and-park-map/getting-here/) 

You can get there with 2-3 buses from Riverdale. 

Inwood Hill Park https://untappedcities.com/2016/11/18/top-10-secrets-of-inwood-hill-

park-nyc/ is also nice and much closer. It’s easier to get to than Central Park in 

Manhattan. 

http://nycaudubon.org/component/content/category/8-go-birding
https://www.wavehill.org/
https://vancortlandt.org/visit/
https://www.centralparknyc.org/locations/the-ramble
https://www.centralparknyc.org/locations/the-ramble
https://www.forttryonparktrust.org/visit-and-park-map/getting-here/
https://untappedcities.com/2016/11/18/top-10-secrets-of-inwood-hill-park-nyc/
https://untappedcities.com/2016/11/18/top-10-secrets-of-inwood-hill-park-nyc/
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Some member took a yellow pad and made a list of what she wanted to accomplish. 

Then you can see what you did that day. 

Another member went to museums and declared, “It was exhilarating.!” 

There are lots of museums online. You can take a class at Hunter College. A member 

mentioned taking an art history class.  

92Y is featuring Annette Insdorf who’s a film professor. Her class is about women 

heroines.  

Another member is trying out new recipes. She likes to cook and finds it restful. Her 

favorite is a stir fry with ground pork, eggplant, and scallions. She loves it so much; she 

makes it every two weeks. 

There’s an eggplant recipe, made with cheeses, from the American Heart Association. 

She suggested a search of eggplant recipes on their site at 

https://recipes.heart.org/en/recipes . It takes a long time to make this particular recipe. 

There’s a book from Ram Das, Be Here Now, about how his mother died and his father 

was in grief for a long time. He dragged his father into the kitchen to make soup 

together. It helped him get out of a catatonic state.  

Started taking Spanish lessons on DuoLingo. She does it every day. She mentioned 

she was on day 280. Her son is in Mexico. She always wanted to learn another 

language. It’s pleasant to do. She can read slow Spanish news. She also listens to 

songs.  

For the cooks, there’s Recipe Keeper online. It scans your recipes, even if it’s hand-

written. 

Another loves to buy cookbooks. She mentioned she has the original Moosewood 

Cookbook, spiral edition from 1974. She’s looking for another cookbook, particularly for 

two recipes – meatballs and Jell-O molds. 

One member is looking for a recipe she used to have for a meatloaf using Kikkoman 

soy sauce. (https://kikkomanusa.com/homecooks/recipes/recipe_searchresults.php) – 

Another is searching for a recipe from a Vegetarian Epicure, a cookbook by Anna 

Thomas for eggplant sauce. (https://www.food.com/recipe/eggplant-pasta-sauce-

283438)  

New York Times Cooking has thousands of recipes. You can put in the ingredients 

you’re looking for at https://cooking.nytimes.com/ .  

Alison Roman also has great recipes at https://cooking.nytimes.com/ourcooks/alison-

roman/my-recipes . 

 

https://recipes.heart.org/en/recipes
about:blank
https://www.food.com/recipe/eggplant-pasta-sauce-283438
https://www.food.com/recipe/eggplant-pasta-sauce-283438
https://cooking.nytimes.com/
https://cooking.nytimes.com/ourcooks/alison-roman/my-recipes
https://cooking.nytimes.com/ourcooks/alison-roman/my-recipes
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Plans for the New Year 

Some of us had plans that we already made which probably won’t happen. When things 

open up again, we all want to travel again and see family. 

Some of us are thinking about our goals – with or without the pandemic. 

Another member wants to go back to Europe and do some serious research. 

Another wants to go house hunting. Maybe buy something closer to the city. 

DECEMBER 
What are the online resources that have sustained us this year? 

One member mentioned she listens to the music of the 1700’s – it’s a concert every 

Thursday at 1:15pm. Music from Handel, Bach, etc.) It’s produced by the GEM Society 

(Gotham Early Music Society - https://gemsny.org/).  

The Frick has incredible lectures on Fridays at 5pm 

(https://www.frick.org/interact/miniseries/cocktails_curator)  It makes the whole week 

feel nice. 

There are so many Zoom groups. The JCC has a wealth of groups, as does the 92Y. 

One of our members facilitates a current event program in Riverdale at the Senior 

Center. She also plays Bridge online with her friends.  

Another enjoys author talks. You can get a sense of the author’s book. Often the 

interviewer will ask the author what books they are reading. There are wonderful 

lectures and talks at The Streicker Center 

(https://www.emanuelnyc.org/streickercenter/). She watched the film “Unorthodox” as 

well as a separate film on how it was made. There’s also the Sousa Mendes Foundation 

(http://sousamendesfoundation.org/) which focuses on Jewish themes like the heroes of 

the early Israel years – but it’s not religious. 

There’s also culture and history as well as good book talks. The Center for Fiction 

(https://centerforfiction.org/) – the authors are fascinating. 

Many of us are doing things online as never before including visiting with friends and 

family.  

Check out Quest, it’s part of CUNY (https://onlinecoursesschools.com/quest-continuing-

education-courses). It’s knowledgeable seniors teaching seniors. It offers a 

comprehensive curriculum of about 40 peer-led courses spanning subjects covering 

literature and history to science, politics, current affairs, philosophy, the arts, and a 

guest lecture series. You can subscribe to the Quest spring online program, from 

February 1st through May 13th, for $150. To learn more about the program, you can 

participate for free for a 2-week period. 

https://gemsny.org/
https://www.frick.org/interact/miniseries/cocktails_curator
https://www.emanuelnyc.org/streickercenter/
http://sousamendesfoundation.org/
about:blank
https://onlinecoursesschools.com/quest-continuing-education-courses
https://onlinecoursesschools.com/quest-continuing-education-courses
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The Municipal Art Society of New York City also has classes and events at 

https://www.mas.org/  

One Day University (https://www.onedayu.com/)  has new talks daily as well as access 

to their video library. You can have a free trial for two weeks and then its $7.95 per 

month.  

Some of us do Tai Chi, and it feels wonderful. 

You can also check out The Renaissance Academy (FGCU Academy 

https://www.fgcu.edu/academy/)  which offers classes on everything you could possibly 

think of. It’s part of the Florida Gulf University. 

Scarsdale High School also has classes for seniors. 

One of our members just discovered the Vitality Society (https://www.vitality-

society.com/) which started this past January for people 60 and older. You can get a 

complimentary month of unlimited live and recorded fitness, wellness and enrichment 

classes taught by top-tier coaches. You can also pay for each class or join for $29.95. 

There are also activities through the JCC Schenectady (http://www.schenectadyjcc.org/, 

Dorot (https://dorotusa.org/), New York Historical Society (https://www.nyhistory.org/), 

Senior Planet (https://seniorplanet.org/), tech classes, Zoom classes, online Jewish 

focused classes. This member mentioned she was studying to be a gallery docent, but 

that all changed when the pandemic hit. She also mentioned seeing the Pittsburgh 

Ballet’s Nutcracker performance online at https://www.pbt.org/performances/the-

nutcracker-2020/  Yad Vashem (https://www.yadvashem.org/  has classes and lectures 

as well as the YIVO Center for Jewish Research (https://www.yivo.org/inc.head.php). 

The National Arts Club (https://www.nationalartsclub.org/) has very cool lectures, and 

Open House New York (https://ohny.org/), which features New York’s favorite citywide 

architecture and design festival returning next October. This member mentioned that 

she’s aware of many websites and hasn’t been taking advantage yet. She also watches 

PBS Passport, the all-arts channel on TV as well as the CUNY channel on Saturdays 

which features classic movies from the 30’s and 40’s and lots of foreign films. She’s 

been doing DuoLingo to learn French. She said it’s fun and has noticed she’s gaining a 

vocabulary.   

There are lots of movies on Netflix. This member is particularly fond of comedies. She 

mentioned you can catch all the seasons of “Schitt’s Creek” on Netflix. It’s been winning 

awards year after year. The episodes are about 30 minutes and it’s a pleasant way to 

spend the time. 

Don’t forget Randy Rainbow. It’s satire on YouTube. Coming on Friday, 12/25 is 

“Bridgerton,” which takes place during Jane Austen’s time. It’s a great escape. If you 

subscribe to HBO, you can watch Elana Ferrante’s books. They have Italian TV 

versions with sub-titles. This member recommends “The Flight Attendant” which is part 

https://www.mas.org/
https://www.onedayu.com/
https://www.fgcu.edu/academy/
https://www.vitality-society.com/
https://www.vitality-society.com/
http://www.schenectadyjcc.org/
https://dorotusa.org/
https://www.nyhistory.org/
https://seniorplanet.org/
https://www.pbt.org/performances/the-nutcracker-2020/
https://www.pbt.org/performances/the-nutcracker-2020/
https://www.yadvashem.org/
https://www.yivo.org/inc.head.php
https://www.nationalartsclub.org/
https://ohny.org/
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comedy and part thriller. And then there’s “Curb Your Enthusiasm” – you can watch all 

eight seasons. There’s “Off-Beat” on HBO with John Wilson – he’s very quirky and 

pleasant to watch. 

If you have Amazon Prime do watch “Fleabag”. Netflix has a British series worth 

watching called “Sex Education.” 

There’s something a member hasn’t watched yet called “What the Constitution Means 

to Me.” It was on Broadway. You can see it on Amazon Prime 

(https://www.amazon.com/What-Constitution-Means-Me/dp/B08KRB3FQ4).  

It was suggested for the comedy watchers that you could also do a search on Netflix on 

“comedies.” 

The Metropolitan Opera and the National Theatre of London also has productions online 

on YouTube. You could watch every night for free from all their archived productions.  

One of our members used to go to her local library as their storyteller. While the library 

was closed, she discovered many classes online including philosophy, cooking, music, 

and art. She recently discovered “The Alexandria Quartet,” written by Lawrence Dorrell 

based on a true story. 

There’s “Midnight Diner,” which is in Japanese with subtitles currently showing on 

Netflix. It’s about a diner open from Midnight to 7am. There are 12 seats. The people 

are quirky. Each episode is separate. It’s a lot of fun. 

Jimmy Schmitt – he’s a little like the comedy in Schitt’s Creek in terms of sensibility 

The Crown  

On Hulu you can watch Mrs. America – it’s about the women’s movement. 

Netflix – Borgen – it’s shown in Danish with subtitles. It was extraordinary. It was filmed 

in 2010 about a woman prime minister. Borgen refers to the building where the PM 

lives. It’s possible to go to settings to have it dubbed into English rather than watch it 

with subtitles. 

Milk Street School with Christopher Kimball at https://milk-street-cooking-

school.teachable.com/ . He used to be with Cook’s Magazine. Now he’s offering online 

classes that are pre-recorded, not live. They will send you a recipe every day when you 

sign up. 

After the pandemic, when life goes back to normal, I will… 

Travel to see all my kids. Just before this all happened this member went to Berlin and 

Poland. She wants to go back to the history of displaced persons camps since she was 

born in one. She’s pursuing getting Polish citizenship. She wanted to get German 

citizenship since she was born there, but they aren’t going along with the plan. She 

wants to buy a livable fixer-upper to leave a mark on a historic house. 

https://www.amazon.com/What-Constitution-Means-Me/dp/B08KRB3FQ4
https://milk-street-cooking-school.teachable.com/
https://milk-street-cooking-school.teachable.com/
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Another member is into road trips over a long weekend. She used to go often. She 

would like to see more of the USA and Canada. There are a lot of National Parks – she 

would like to see them all. If you get the Senior Pass, it’s free for the whole carload of 

passengers. You can visit Gateway National Park in New Jersey and New York at 

https://www.nps.gov/gate/index.htm . She would also like to do stops in Canada 

including Vancouver, where one of our members is staying. 

Another member wants to see the whole world. If you asked her to go with you to 

Newark, NJ, she would go. One of the members mentioned she used to live there. She 

was part of the preservationist society and is quite familiar with Branch Brook Park 

(https://www.essexcountyparks.org/parks/branch-brook-park  which is known for its 

cherry blossom season. She hopes to visit in April 2022. 

If you can find a really good tour guide, even places that don’t sound interesting, are 

interesting. Jersey City is also a great place for a walking tour. Here’s one on YouTube 

if you want to look around https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KOniYvMausM  

Another member can’t wait to see live theatre performances. She loves museums and 

can’t believe how lucky she is to live where she does with such great culture. She wants 

to go restaurant hopping and check them out. She’s more into music and dance. She 

used to go to the Metropolitan Opera. She wants to see her kids in Mexico and Berlin. 

Another member is stuck in Vancouver, Canada. She’s looking forward to coming back 

to her apartment in New York City. 

Another is looking forward to seeing her kids in Colorado. She hasn’t seen them in over 

a year! Her grandniece is 12 and looking at a recent picture she received, she looks 

totally different. She had two trips planned, but they were cancelled. She likes being on 

the water and used to be part of the Schooner Association 

(http://www.amschooner.org/). She’s hoping to go in October for a week. She also 

misses cross country skiing. 

Everyone agreed that they wouldn’t be getting on a cruise ship anytime soon. One 

member indicated though that she would like to go to Indonesia. Some still like the idea 

of a cruise. Others felt they are too old to be schlepping on and off buses. One related 

going on a small boat with 25 people in Turkey years ago. It was able to go to all these 

coves that a larger boat wouldn’t be able to maneuver. 

There’s Brighton Beach right here in Brooklyn. It’s our own Little Odessa. Sitting on the 

boardwalk you’re stepping into another world. It’s best to find restaurants that are off the 

beaten path. It’s not as Russian as it used to be years ago, though the food is still fun. 

Another member doesn’t have a list of things she wants to do, per se, she just wants to 

have a life again. She’s looking forward to getting a Berne-doodle puppy in March. It 

hasn’t been born yet. That will be a nice transition. She already has a dog walker lined 

up. This breed is beyond adorable. She had a female dog before so she’s getting 

https://www.nps.gov/gate/index.htm
https://www.essexcountyparks.org/parks/branch-brook-park
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KOniYvMausM
http://www.amschooner.org/
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another. This one will be the smallest in the breed – a micro. It will grow to 10-20 

pounds. She already checked and her daughter will take the dog if it turns out to be too 

much. 

Another wants to get back to volunteer work. She used to tell stories in schools. She 

mentioned that she recently got elected to the Mt. Kisco Library Board in a write-it vote. 

Her swearing in ceremony is in January. She mentioned how much she loves libraries. 

There’s a Library Walk on 41st Street between Park and Fifth Avenues 

(https://www.grandcentralpartnership.nyc/our-neighborhood). Look for the brass 

plaques in the pavement as you’re walking. There are poems and excerpts from books. 

All the plaques are different and beautifully designed. You can view the images here 

https://www.flickr.com/photos/42394240@N07/albums/72157626738626135/. It’s part of 

discovering New York again.  

What about hosting a dinner party and sharing plates? 

 

Upper Eastside 6 
 

 

 

 

January-February  

After the Covid-19 vaccines became available, we shared information on their 
availability and our personal experiences (and frustrations) in attempting to schedule 
appointments, especially in the first hectic weeks. Some of us succeeded in making an 
appointment fairly early through the NYS and NYC websites; for some, it’s taken weeks, 
luck and a lot of persistence. By mid-February, several of us have received the first 
dose and some even the second. Everyone is grateful this is finally happening. 
 
A member who has taught mindfulness gave a presentation on practical strategies for 
dealing with stress, including meditation. She also provided a list of links to numerous 
videos on mindfulness, meditation (“Quiet Mind, Steady Heart”) and exercise, which 
some said they plan to explore. The member said she once made a list of things she is 
grateful for and refers to it often. Daily reflection on gratitude is meaningful for many; 
one person said she begins every day by standing at the window for three minutes and 
doing this. Each of us then shared two or three things we are grateful for (in addition to 
family and friends); the responses included “my health,” financial security, our homes, 
grocery deliveries, the election results, Zoom, and “my hair.” 
 

Agata & Valentina 

https://www.grandcentralpartnership.nyc/our-neighborhood
https://www.flickr.com/photos/42394240@N07/albums/72157626738626135/
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One person said that setting small but challenging goals is motivating; sharing a goal is 
a good way to make yourself accountable; and achieving a goal provides a sense of 
accomplishment. Another said that sharing a goal and committing to it might feel too 
much like an onerous “assignment.” We decided that each of us (but only if we want to!) 
can set a personal goal for the coming month and report on this at the next meeting. 

 

Upper Eastside 7 

 

 

 

 

 
NOVEMBER 2020 through FEBRUARY 2021 
New limitations and opportunities we are experiencing with the pandemic 
Comparing different masks  
tackling questions about the vaccines:  
Which one is better? Where and how to get it? 
The holidays 
Unusual – especially the food! On our very various menus were waffles, baked stuffed 
potatoes, pizza, duck with orange sauce, and customary turkey dinner – but ordered in 
from a diner and for a hefty tab.  
Who we are  
rather than hone in on our ills and ails. 

 

Upper West Side 1 

 

 
 

 
 

 

NOVEMBER 
Recommendations  
Hallett Nature Sanctuary in Central Park – near one side of Wolman Rink - is a delight.  

Should we need to think this way again -- George Clooney uses some contraption for 

cutting his own hair – a “flowbee.” 

Fairway Market 
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Sleep –One member brought up sleep problems and wondered about medical 

marijuana. It’s not yet legal in NY, but some people are able to get it from another state. 

Another suggested tryptophan supplements. One of us uses a sleep aid called Calms 

Forte = homeopathic remedy OTC at the drug store. 

Diet – the small window, intermittent fasting approach:  One member’s daughter only 

eats from 3:30 to 7:30 each day. Alcohol and sugar are major impediments to weight 

loss. Another member’s son-in-law observes a window and also walks 5 miles a day 

and has done this for a year or more. Has lost considerable weight and kept it off. 

Marlee Zweifach-Gordon -   nutritionist was recommended. She will supply more 

information, if wanted. 

One member mentioned a film about white supremacists, which she actually found too 

upsetting: The Believer – starring Ryan Gosling (2004).  

Someone else mentioned (1978 novel) The Turner Diaries.  

Discussion followed about Kamala Harris’s prospect of being president one day. That 

some people didn’t vote for Biden for fear of that possibility.  Kamala’s book was 

recommended.  

Questions -- 

How careful to be with COVID still around and increasing?  

Dentist and doctor appointments – Cancel? Postpone? 

The strange, COVID denial mentality all too prevalent around us today: The total lack of 

respect for contagious disease – serious numbers at this point. 

David Brooks op-ed, in which he speaks of engendering deeper conversations 

with “elevating questions,” EQs.  

All of us have developed a way of being that is our technique for getting through each 

day. 

“EQs compel us to see ourselves from a higher vantage:  

• What crossroads are you at?  

• What commitments have you made that you no longer believe in?  

• Who do you feel most grateful to have in your life?  

• What problem did you use to have but now have licked?  

• In what ways are you sliding backward?  

• What would you do if you weren’t afraid? 

The important part of people’s lives is not what happened to them, but  

how they experienced what happened to them.” 
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DECEMBER  

Have you changed your commitments/obligations as a result of your stage in life 

and/or Covid?   

Family, friends, work/avocation, religion, money, time, other.  Are there changes you’d 

like to make, but find difficult to achieve?  

A member began with a quote, “The most common catalyst for change in commitment is 

a crisis.” 

• One member filled us in on how she has spent her time.  Her life has changed 

quite a bit, not only due to Covid, but due to her stage in life after retiring from 

teaching at a community college.  She is contemplating what to get involved with 

now that she has the time. 

 

• Another said she is content being alone.  She is committed to a new volunteer 

activity, a one-on-one ESL program for adults.  It is a language immersion 

program in which she and her participants discuss a variety of topics, some of 

which assist the participant with various needs.  They recently discussed the 

naturalization process which required Susan to do some research.  She’s finding 

it very satisfying to make a difference and give back to the community.  She is 

doing more walking – down 5th Avenue to see the lights and displays, Lincoln 

Center, around the lake in Central Park. 

 

• Others were interested in learning about other volunteer opportunities.  

Suggestions:  English Union, Reading Partners, Literacy Partners, a TTN ESL 

volunteer program.  Another suggested doing a Google search of NYC volunteer 

programs.   

 

• One of us has also ordered hair-cutting scissors, has watched tutorials on cutting 

hair, and will cut her own hair.  She is also concerned about being alone in her 

building with so many neighbors gone, and how best to get a flu vaccination. 

 

• One member has been engaging her grandson and his friends with higher level 

math, and she does not feel as obligated to some people as she did in the past.  

She also continues some of her pre-Covid activities.  She is comfortable seeing 

friends who she believes are taking the proper precautions, and she is 

comfortable using Lyft. 

 

• One of us talked about her need to walk daily in spite of the cold.  Some of her 

obligations have changed, not due to Covid, but because of the 2 strokes she 

suffered.  She said, “Covid is easy.” 
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• Another member has committed to remaining primarily in the Adirondack 

Mountains for the winter and consequently, has brought Babka, one of the three 

cats up, has bought snow tires for her car, and had a generator installed to take 

over during somewhat frequent power outages.  Two part-time, remote jobs with 

Siena College and the NYS Dept. of Education keep her occupied intermittently. 

 

• One of us said she will no longer go to museums or other indoor spaces.  She 

misses the cultural events she attended and the enameling she used to do.  She 

retired from the practice of medicine 12 years ago and has never missed it.  She 

always cooked and entertained and continues to cook quite a lot, but now settles 

for viewing concerts and operas on a large-screen TV. 

 

Zoom  

One member found a virtual cardiology exam with a physician with whom she had a 

long-time relationship to be deficient, but she will choose it to stay alive. 

Another is pleased with Zoom as it enables her to see her out-of-state daughter. 

On the other hand, another of us prefers the phone for family and services.  Doesn’t 

need face-to-face.   

One sees Zoom is a lifeline, and another switched to Zoom from phone communication 

and likes it better. 

Another member is grateful for Zoom although it doesn’t make up for in-person 

engagement.  However, she likes seeing her children and grandchildren in Missouri, 

North Carolina, and Ireland, although there was Skype and Facetime before.  It doesn’t 

have the same value for her with local friends and family whom she could see 

frequently, in person, prior to Covid. 

JANUARY  

Recharging in this new and hopeful time 

One of our members talked about feeling happier when she’s away. She feels her 

“twilight” years have been overhung with COVID and likes to move around. She is also 

considering moving — within the city — to smaller quarters. Question is whether to rent 

or buy. But for now — travel as much as she can. 

Another member is moving to a higher floor in her same building. A good feeling of 

renewal.  

We explored different levels of caution we all experience. How risky is it to travel, for 

instance? Some wouldn’t. Some don’t worry at all — just do so with caution.  

The same applied in terms of restaurant dining. Some feel thoroughly comfortable doing 

sidewalk dining — even in the enclosed sheds. Some draw the line at the sheds. 
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Science maintains at this point that antibodies will occur thirteen days after second dose 

vaccine.  Discussion about how cavalier so many people around us are. There are crowds 

everywhere bar-hopping. Compare the plight of health-care workers. 

One member has a 26-year-old granddaughter who is a registered nurse and works on a 

COVID ward in San Diego. She worries about her. And mother and daughter have not 

seen one another for a year.  These times are hard on so many. 

When in Mexico — our traveler found a “little sleeping pill” that has given her superb 

nights’ sleep. Turned out to be Ambien.  But she is advised not to use it every night. 

Maybe only once a week.   We spoke about alternative methods for a good night’s sleep. 

One of us said she is yearning for change — that she loves change. She could stay in 

the Riverdale apartment that she loves, but she has been there for twenty-six years.  She 

would like to sell. She has the opportunity to be a volunteer at Auschwitz — that requires 

a six-month commitment, but she is considering it. She is also working on her memoir — 

a family history, strictly for her family. She was asked whether her children want to read 

about her marriage rift. The thought was that they will read what they choose, or not.  

Another member voiced feeling in a holding pattern. It’s a time of waiting.  She may have 

to sell her apartment. She is busy with courses and studying Spanish. She is investigating 

Intentional communities / co-housing situations — living with a group of people who have 

similar intentions. Sometimes they are multi-generational. We discussed the existence of 

many of those. For instance, the Bloomingdale project - zip code 10025 - something of a 

supportive community.  

Some of us are moving about. Some of us are staying put — all enjoying ourselves at this 

good moment, hoping for more to come! 

 

Upper West Side 2 

 
 
 

 
 

 

December 2020-January 2021 
Topics relevant to our mental and physical health.   
On the mental health side, we share information about the books we are reading, the 
movies and shows we are watching, the courses we are taking and other experiences 
that give us some moments of joy.   
 

116th St. Subway Station 
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On the physical health side, recently we have been discussing the vaccine and advice 
on how and where to secure appointments to get the required doses.  Some of our 
members have been fortunate to get the vaccine and others are still seeking 
appointments.  We are looking forward to meeting with family and friends in person 
when we are in a safer environment.   

 

Upper West Side 3 
 

 

 

 

 

NOVEMBER -1st week 
Onward and upward 
Trips to Fairway and doctor’s appointment; car service door-to-door 
 
Monthly Zoom with Baruch College student through Executives on Campus mentoring 
program; National Arts Club Zoom lecture - behind-the-scenes look at renovation of UN 
(speaker directed restorations of Ellis Island and Taj Mahal!) -  learned of NAC’s terrific 
talks through fellow UWS3-er 
 
Crossword puzzles! 
 
Saw expertly mounted production of “A Touch of the Poet” by Irish Repertory Theater - 
Zoom staging was down to a science - best theater seen in months; hoping to visit New 
York Chinese Scholar’s Garden on Staten Island (Snug Harbor Cultural Center) 
 
Negotiations for new apartment, unfortunately, fell through at last minute - move would 
have been to slightly larger apartment in same building 
 
Gave self-haircut (first time ever) and it looks fine; worried about election and needed to 
“do something” - built an altar to Biden (ed. note: creator an artist) - very comforting - 
sent photo of altar to campaign headquarters 
 
Car ride to Cold Spring and Stonecrop Gardens (5 miles from village) - snowed!!; 
surprised to hear Storm King booked until December 22; jazz and jazz guitar lectures at 
Lincoln Center  
 
Reactions these days to COVID call to mind other events - several of us reading The 
Splendid and the Vile - how British persevered during Battle of Britain - we “carry on” 

West End Avenue 
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Dropped off ballot - unable to track so also voted in person - frustrating. 
 
Determined to take mind off election, so will draw, read, walk 
 
Tips: 

• Le Soleil - moderately priced - good food - delivers (several restaurants with this 
name so will follow-up) 

• The Queen’s Gambit (Netflix) - fabulous 

• The Spy - based on actual events - nerve-wracking. 

• Normal People (HULU) - based on Sally Rooney book 

• New Borat movie 

• Trial of the Chicago 7 movie 

NOVEMBER -2nd week 
Conversation casual and open-ended;  
We talked a bit about our participation in various SIGs 
 
NYC COVID stats going up - we are constantly assessing/re-assessing risks as we go 
about our lives (when does enclosed outdoor dining morph into indoor dining, should we 
avoid grocery stores and go back to deliveries, should we stop going to hair salons, 
museums, on car rides with friends…) 
 
Member joined us from the country and treated us to a tour of her 1820’s farmhouse 
retreat in Columbia County - a beautiful house and a landscape of rolling meadows (it 
has to be hard to return to the city) 
 
Mountain climbing with godson - hard going but reached the top!! - exploring Central 
Park; exploring neighborhood; discovered Google maps a handy way to navigate city 
walking; cleaned pots of plants on balcony (winter fast approaching) 
 
Celebrated grandson’s birthday in person (LIRR train empty) 
 
Heard author Isabel Wilkerson (Caste) in conversation with playwright Lynn Nottage 
(Sweat); attended meeting of environmental activists; Jazz guitar classes (lectures) 

NOVEMBER – 3rd week  
This and That 
First time visit to Hudson River Museum in Yonkers - larger than expected, varied 
exhibits - large Red Grooms installation; side trip to Sleepy Hollow Cemetery in 
Tarrytown to see Old Dutch Church tombstones (Van Tassels); some notables in newer 
section: Andrew Carnegie, Washington Irving, Walter Chrysler, Elizabeth Arden, Leona 
& Harry Helmsley (a lot of entrepreneurs) 
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Vigilant and focusing on not getting COID; working on series of collages about “skin 
hunger” - reading about it, thinking about it - lack of tactile contact is profound - no 
holding hands, hugging, no baby holding program at The Foundling Hospital, with 
distressing consequences; candle still going strong for Biden until inauguration 
 
Unsure about health after having COVID last March - went up three flights of subway 
stair and could not catch breadth at all - went to NYU emergency room - not a blood clot 
as feared - just completely out of shape - solution: a hula hoop, fun and it works! 
 
Celebrated birthday with virtual party and beautiful birthday cake from Fairway - friends 
shared memories about her - wonderful for self-esteem and everyone got to know each 
other - niece asked to attend, so decided to invite other nieces, too - decided time to 
embrace opportunities and “go for it” - hope good feelings continue 
 
Careful not to take local transportation or visit museums and now feels missed 
opportunities - taking long walks - doing puzzles - saw Rockefeller Christmas tree and 
fascinated by story of owl discovered when tree was unwrapped - owl doing well after 
long trip and some water and mice - stuff for a children’s book (ed. note: now’s your 
chance!) 
 
“Beyond Time” costume exhibit at Met esoteric and use of mirrors mind-blowing - going 
to fashion exhibit during pandemic felt odd, but will go wherever possible within a 
certain radius - writer friend’s 2 tips: 10% Happier, book by Dan Harris, changed her 
approach to life (see below), SAD (Seasonal Affective Disorder) lamp to keep on for an 
hour in AM 
 
Not feeling well, but trying to walk twice a day (especially nice when crossing paths with 
friends), bike exercise, stretches - sets alarm every 30 minutes and walks around 
apartment for 5 minutes - feels terrific after  - disastrous medical appointment with 
doctor-recommended specialist - unsure whether to respond negatively to survey or call 
“special number” - concerned how doctors will view her - thinks it best to let referring 
doctor know how she feels - will attend Zoom unveiling - loves “The Crown” and will 
watch “Valley of Tears” about Yom Kippur War  
 
Asked the recommended IT specialist, to help design a Hanukkah calendar for 
grandchildren modeled on Advent Calendar (he was great) - involved in new writing 
group - signing up for “in-stock alerts” to get emails when out-of-stock items replenished 
- new Apple watch features are expensive but great: a “fall device,” e.g., a kid fell hiking 
on Palisades and watch alerted rescue - a timer - a reminder to breathe. 
 
Trying to let go of Facebook and Instagram - annoyed by egotistical postings and will 
either cancel or not look at for several days (seems a healthy thing to do) - a little 
anxious about a periodic medical appointment given medical history - has become more 
casual about activities and will return to being more COVID attentive - an artist and 
painting, but not easy 
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Spending week with daughter and family through Thanksgiving - ambivalent about this - 
family heavily quarantined, but son’s in-laws visiting from NJ - received imploring email 
from grandson, so decided can always leave early if uncomfortable - a matter of trust 
 
Tips: 

• Prevention Magazine has good back exercises 

• Rubber hula hoop (Amazon) - weighted with metal on the side 

• UWS3 members a resource for doctor referrals  

• Lenox Radiology  

• 10% Happier: How I Tamed the Voice in my Head, Reduced Stress Without 
Losing My Edge, and Found Self-Help That Actually Works - - A True Story” by 
Dan Harris (neuropsychology) 
 

December–1st week 
What are we up to? 
Engaged in project involving writing and art that draws on memories of time spent on 
Crete - working with photos of loved ones, letters, emails, making paper mâché ship 
model, with a much-treasured dress worn in Greece to become the ship’s sails - on 
Crete, ship images and models are used to represent the hope for the safe return of 
loved ones to home and hearth - doing much reading about Greece and thinking about 
Penelope. 
 
Member reminded of time spent in Greece working at archaeological site - homebound 
these days due to medical issues - tackling long overdue household chores (closets, 
drawers) - appreciates tips from UWS3ers and, following member’s recommendation, 
walking every 45 minutes in hallway - exercise and meditation classes through Dorot. 
 
Quest classes unfortunately on 2-month winter break - watched performance of Alvin 
Ailey’s “Revelations,” although seen many times, was wonderfully reimagined - hard to 
keep up with so many virtual theater options. 
 
Walking in park - raking (a park volunteer) - reading - not too much going on. 
 
Staying home, face mask causing rash - UWS3er’s dermatologist has product for 
preventing rashes and will send out information - gentle exercises via Dorot (another 
UWS3er had pretty good “fusion” class there, combining chair yoga and a form of tai 
chi) - watching too many shows and Zoomed out - New York Adventure Club still an 
excellent website. 
 
Returned to extra precautions given medical history, age - food delivery first time in 
months - walking dog - watching “The Undoing” a terrific psychological murder mystery 
series based on novel by Jean Hanff Korelitz (check out author appearances on Zoom). 
 
Had doctor’s appointment and glad to find a reason for dermatological problems, albeit 
stress - elaborate Barron’s Conference organized through financial advisor on hold this 
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year, unfortunately, unable to use restaurant gift card sent instead, along with other gifts 
- grateful to UWS3 for helping her adjust to returning to NYC. 
 
Participating for 2nd year in Albert Einstein School of Medicine Aging Study - dedicated 
smart phone beeps several times a day to monitor how feeling (stressed, lonely, happy, 
excited, bored…) plus “brain games” (all both fun and annoying) - attended interactive, 
very well-organized orientation session to tutor conversational English though English-
Speaking Union’s English in Action Program (tutoring sessions start in January). 
 
Spent past week in weeds of supplementary health insurance: TTN member and expert 
on health insurance is “a real treasure” (offers TTN webinars and happy to consult with 
TTN members at no charge) - NYS allows for switching back and forth with coverage 
(no underwriters required) - listening to insightful and enjoyable Modern Love NYT 
podcasts, e.g., “Widow Walks into Wall, Finds Hope” - 1820’s country home needs 
structural reinforcement so will need to interact with structural engineer. 
 

December–2nd week 
Medical Practices 
Month long wait to see personal primary care doctor at Weill-Cornell Center for Aging 
https://weillcornell.org/agingctr  yet doctors still accepting new patients (all are 
geriatricians); could see back-up MD (only one choice), but saw nurse practitioner 
instead; 2 week wait to see doctor online, but better than before; Center in new facility 
so in flux; a “mixed bag,” but overall likes Center. 
 
Continuity in health care important and doesn’t think saw same physician twice at 
Center for Aging, feelings of anonymity and long wait for appointments. 
 
Not happy with experience at Martha Stewart Center for Living 
https://www.mountsinai.org/care/primary-care/upper-east-side/martha-stewart and will 
stay with cardiologist for primary care. 
 
Doctor switched to concierge medicine, subsequently retired and new doctor assumed 
patient load (also concierge); system presumes immediate access to doctor and to 
testing not covered by Medicare; not a fan of concierge medicine in principle, but like 
new doctor; will consider non-concierge care post-COVID. 
 
Also had doctor who switched to concierge practice but agreed to take a reduced free 
for current patients; felt doctor “lost interest” in her; new doctor accepts regular and 
concierge patients (they come first). 
 
Walgreen will have COVID vaccine at some point. 
 
Received same day call-back with lab results from Martha Stewart Center; provides 
multidisciplinary care (Weill-Cornell Center deals only with aging but refers to other 
specialists); believes will see same doctor at Marta Stewart for continuity of care; will 
send information about her doctor. 

https://weillcornell.org/agingctr
https://www.mountsinai.org/care/primary-care/upper-east-side/martha-stewart
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No problems seeing primary care doctor in Weill-Cornell Internal Medicine practice; took 
time to be accepted as Medicare patient; hospital networks usually can access each 
other’s patient data; changed supplemental health and drug coverage (can change at 
any time in NYS) after speaking with TTN expert; switched from Medicare Plan F to N 
(opted for co-pay as opposed to non-co-pay with higher premium); switched drug plan 
to WellCare Value Script drug plan with significant monthly price drop; need to weigh 
past against future health issues; raised question of UWS3 “rolodex” of doctors - 
consensus that opinions change so better to exchange information as needed. 
 
WellCare Value Script: https://www.medicarehelp.org/2020-part-d/pdp/wellcare-value-
script-pdp-S4802-135  
 
Medicare (Medigap) plans: https://www.medicare.gov/supplements-other-
insurance/how-to-compare-medigap-policies  
 
AARP United Health Care Plan M (member switched from F to M); please Google 
secure website. 
 
United Health Care Plan F (per member - Plan F not available going forward, if 
switching to another plan be sure can get back into Plan F). 
 
Blink drug coverage (per Linda, using for over 3 years and very satisfied; not all 
pharmacies accept Blink, e.g., Thomas Drugs does; significant savings compared with  
United Health’s private prescription plan) https://www.blinkhealth-support.com/hc/en-us  

 

December–3rd week 
This and That 
Snow! 
 
Paying more attention to herself during COVID and giving thanks - a new refrigerator, a 
new lamp that transforms a room, paying more attention to the cat, painting after a spell 
away. 
 
Dealing with husband’s surgery, fortunately he is doing well; hope to leave for Florida in 
mid-January.  We want member to know she is very much in our thoughts.  
 
Filled fridge with goodies; can see kids playing in snow from window; a pleasure not to 
have to commute in snow. 
 
Loves winter and took lovely walk in Central Park - Sheep Meadow filled with people; 
lighted Hanukkah candles, finished watching “Valley of Tears” about Yom Kippur War 
and started watching “The Undoing” (enjoyable acting, otherwise not so good) - both on 
HBO. 
 

https://www.medicarehelp.org/2020-part-d/pdp/wellcare-value-script-pdp-S4802-135
https://www.medicarehelp.org/2020-part-d/pdp/wellcare-value-script-pdp-S4802-135
https://www.medicare.gov/supplements-other-insurance/how-to-compare-medigap-policies
https://www.medicare.gov/supplements-other-insurance/how-to-compare-medigap-policies
https://www.blinkhealth-support.com/hc/en-us
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New Apple 6 series watch is spectacular - if fall and don’t move for 30 seconds, 911 
alerted, other health-related functions (other UWS3ers also have Apple watches and 
can answer questions); doing more painting; may not make meetings every week (we’re 
here whenever able to attend). 
 
Glad to hear uplifting comments from others; received Hanukkah gift from daughter-in-
law to “MasterClass” https://www.masterclass.com  - took a few classes with Salman 
Rushdie on writing (many options); “One-Day University” https://www.onedayu.com  
also interesting; glad to be included in family’s virtual Hanukkah candle lighting each 
night; recommends “Queen’s Gambit” and “Ma Rainey’s Black Bottom” (both on Netflix). 
 
Focusing on trying to “get things done” next week; looking to switch out of Aetna 
medical coverage; computer now working and Zooming easily with writer’s group and 
us. 
 
Enjoys winter and fresh snow; participating for second year in Albert Einstein aging 
study -requires answering repetitive questions and doing “brain games” seven times a 
day on smart phone - pretty annoying, but for a good cause; baked cookies (not done 
for ages). 
 
Concerned with tipping protocols for building and garage staff; faced technical 
challenges all week; celebrated Hanukkah with friend and had lunch with person very 
meaningful to her; went to MOMA, strolled Bergdorf’s little alcoves on 7th floor, saw 
Saks and Bloomies windows; will visit sister Christmas day.  
 
Looking forward to being in country house with son and his family; discovered delightful 
“The Durrells in Corfu” series on Amazon Prime. 
 

JANUARY–1st week 
Free-flowing conversation  
 Reactions to January 6, 2021 storming of US Capitol - - upset, concerned, distraught, 
want further information, still processing, concerned going forward…. 
 
Apartment flooded (!) - - neighbor left water running in tub when out walking dog - - 
cleaning up found odd things in closet that didn’t get damaged - - able to keep in 
perspective given COVID.  
 
Hair products, hair color - - “Hair Food” brand recommended, e.g., avocado, 
https://hairfood.com/en-us; another member uses hair gel to great effect. 
 
Owner of new, improved Roomba - - a good helper and named it “Reggie” - - playing it 
safe and keeping it inactive when away https://www.irobot.com/roomba.  
 
Looking for writers to join her Baltimore writers group - - suggest she email UWS3ers to 
let them know and get in touch with her if interested (TTN has a writers group, too). 
 

https://www.masterclass.com/
https://www.onedayu.com/
https://hairfood.com/en-us
https://www.irobot.com/roomba
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JANUARY–2nd week  
This and That 
Relaxing in Maui for 10 weeks in son’s condo - enjoying pool, walking on beach, 
working on tan, virtual bridge, and phone calls with friends (despite time zone 
difference), supermarket shopping, Zoom, books, TV - alone, but definitely not lonely - 
doesn’t know folks in Maui, and feels now is not the time to make new friends of 
strangers. 
 
Doctor visits, walking, doing artwork - systems are overloaded so hard to make COVID 
vaccine appointment - finally an available appointment, but for same day, so couldn’t 
make it. 
 
In Florida, where vaccine not readily available - received Mt. Sinai invite for vaccine - 
not sure if can take 1st dose in Florida and 2nd in NY (UWS3er checked and confirms 
cannot get COVID vaccine in 2 different states) - wanted to respond to the suggested 
discussion topic: grateful for so many things - the strength to take charge during 
stressful personal times, music and art, that a doctor actually returns calls, a good 
night’s sleep, talent, UWS3, eating the best jelly donuts in the US. 
 
Drove to vaccine center on Worth Street for 1st vaccination - no real reaction to 
injection- signed up at Mt. Sinai for 2nd dose - Zoom enhanced appearance function 
really works and thanks UWS3er for suggesting this. 
 
Still enjoying Quest programs https://www.questcontinuingednyc.org  - made two 
appointments for COVID vaccine in March - extremely stressful  - things were changing 
online literally while making appointment - received 2nd shingles vaccination - 
recommends “GoodRx”  online drug discount site - received $35 - $40 discount - just 
need to sign up at  https://www.goodrx.com  (per UWS3er, American Express Card also 
offers drug discounts, with certain conditions). 
 
Webinars, bridge, left apartment only 2 times in past 2 weeks - debating whether to join 
friend in Florida - heard planes have good air filter systems - would fly first class and 
wear N95 mask - eager for daily walks with friend in warm weather - truly wants to go 
and needs to make up mind - heard Florida vaccination system is very flawed. 
 

JANUARY–4th week 

This and That 
Would like to focus on music, books, the arts and take a big break from the news - 
walking every Sunday with Slo-Walkers - eating outside under heat lamps that range 
from “not even a moth would be interested” to terrific - awaiting 2nd COVID vaccination 
February 3 at NYU. 
 
Still looking for writers for her writers group - leader is tech savvy so a good experience 
- listening to “Stories of the Soul”  https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/stories-of-the-

https://www.questcontinuingednyc.org/
https://www.goodrx.com/
https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/stories-of-the-soul-podcast/id1481511474
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soul-podcast/id1481511474   Podcasts helped her deal with despair of Jan. 6  - COVID 
vaccine a “crap shoot” and grateful to UWS3 for sharing such good information. 
 
Zooming right now from country home - still walking regularly in Riverside Park when 
back in city - one day noticed people looking up at a tree - an owl, a surprise, and 
absolutely delightful - wishes us good luck and hopes we stay well.   
 
We will celebrate January 20th with an inauguration day Zoom dinner.   
 
Feeling fine, but COVID “long hauler” - “brain fog” may explain lapses playing bridge - 
COVID long-term effects may be widespread - classes several times a week - groceries 
delivered every 2 weeks - lunch with friends - mask rash in cold weather - will head to 
FL once 2nd vaccine dose fully effective. 
 
Harder week than usual for no particular reason - know more people with COVID - not 
motivated to do art - walking dogs 2x/day - walked 5 miles last Sunday - visited 99-year-
old aunt outdoors - photoshopped fun picture of aunt sitting next to Bernie Sanders - 
found ways to lift spirits. 
 
Cabin fever - walking - grateful for Netflix, Acorn, Amazon, Britbox, Spectrum Channel 
1255 old tv crime shows - discovering UWS markets, e.g., Home Goods 
https://www.homegoods.com/store-details/New-York-(Upper-West)-NY-10025/515  - 
nasal spray before going out avoids dry nose - cautions not to damage coated glasses 
when de-fogging (UWS3er pleased with Warby Parker glasses ordered on line, their de-
fogging spray seems good). 
 
Signed up for “Light in the Piazza” at Lincoln Center, Nicholas Kristof talk at JCC, a talk 
on Yiddish at 92nd Street Y (Yiddish her first language) - visit from son after much time - 
stays in touch with eight grandchildren (ages 23 to 8) - never had grandparents herself - 
tries to go out most days even if just for hour - can’t thank volunteers enough at 
Columbia-Presbyterian/Armory vaccination site. 
 
Returned to NYC from Hawaii to get vaccinated - mission accomplished - with info from 
UWS3 persevered on Weill-Cornell website for appointment - nothing compares with 
being back home - great good fortune that daughter stays with her 3x/week - bridge 
partner’s husband just passed away from COVID so today a hard day, really OK 
generally. 
 
Sigh of relief when she and husband got vaccinated - still very careful but satisfied 
doing all that can be done and making best of it - going through papers after apartment 
flood and found letters from nieces and brother from 30 - 40 years ago - reminded her of 
how fortunate she is. 
 
Not particularly good week - still trying to get vaccine appointment - calls to doctors for 
other reasons not returned - but, grateful for what she has - wrote poem as part of 

https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/stories-of-the-soul-podcast/id1481511474
https://www.homegoods.com/store-details/New-York-(Upper-West)-NY-10025/515
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“Gratitude Challenge” - reminded herself “can’t control the wind but can control the 
sails.” 
 
Not a great week - cascade of consequences after cancelling insurance policy on 
upstate house after 36 years with same company and switching to new company - new 
company declined approval after mentioned (voluntarily) pending repairs - initially given 
bad information from inexperienced insurance agent - to boot, structural engineer 
terrible and had to find new one - house in COVID hotspot so not want to be indoors 
with engineer. 
 
Insurance suggestions: USAA the best insurance if relative a veteran; can get regular 
car insurance without owning car and avoid pricey rental car insurance. 
 
COVID vaccine a literal and figurative “shot in the arm” (per UWS3 advice monitored 
Weill-Cornell) - feeling energized - busy de-cluttering.  
 
New to Netflix and playing catch up - “Borgen” Danish political drama series best 
viewing in years - continuing with “live” JCC Pilates classes - discovered free Senior 
Planet exercise videos (can stop exercising and just watch and no one sees you!) - 
catching up with former colleagues in unexpected ways. 
 
More UWS3 Netflix recommendations: “Kim’s Convenience,” “Rita,” The Restaurant.” 
 

FEBRUARY–1st week 
Free-Flowing conversation: 
No problem going to Javits Center for COVID shot, but unclear if can get 2nd shot 
elsewhere - -  
 
COVID induced loss of smell and taste a medical puzzle, losing senses we take for 
granted devastating. Hard time deciding what to eat for lunch, throwing out a lot of food  
 
Making progress with insurance issues and now has several options.  
 
In Sarasota, FL near nature preserve, very beautiful, husband doing well, FL 
vaccination situation a nightmare, lottery system means getting up at 6am 2x/week to 
see if selected by computer.  
 
Taking antibiotic for eye infection and will stay with son and daughter-in-law in White 
Plains while apartment being painted.  
 
Volunteering with JCC/English Speaking Union to tutor student from Colombia in 
conversational English 1x/week - - what to do when innocent word in one language or 
culture is porn slang in another, gotta laugh (at least to self) and try not to be 
embarrassed.  
 
UWS3 to celebrate Valentine’s Day with dinner. We should wear something red. 
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Upper West Side 4 
 

 

 
 

 

 
NOVEMBER 
What is your favorite holiday memory, and what is your favorite holiday food? 
We struck a common chord with recipes from stuffing to horseradish cranberry relish, all 
family favorites. All the emails were flying around giving recipes before we even met.  
 
The keynote of our group is mutual respect, letting each person talk, asking for 
members to contribute and sharing common concerns. We congratulated a member on 
an upcoming birthday. We commiserated on condo boards that can be obstreperous. 
We are cheerleaders when a member read her two poems that were recently published 
in a book. We are glad that we are all in good health. 
 

JANUARY 
The Vaccine 

• If people had gotten the vaccine: (one had, many were scheduled)  

• Where people were going to get the vaccine: (Columbia Presbyterian, Mt. Sinai, 
NYU Langone, vaccinepod.nyc.gov)  

• How impossible it was to schedule the appointment. One member is presently in 
Florida and was able to get a shot in a drive-through situation. She felt very lucky 
at the ease of the process. 

We welcomed back a member who had made use of the Caring Collaborative referral 
system. She was appreciative of all the input that she got. 

We hope during the February meeting that we all will be vaccinated and healthy. 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Soldiers and Sailors Monument 
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Upper West Side 5 
 

 

 

 
 
FEBRUARY 
The Vaccine 
We talked about our experiences getting the COVID vaccine. One member mentioned 

that seniors can get a free ride to and from the vaccine location through Curb NYC. The 

phone number is 877-VAX4NYC. Tell them you have an appointment and that you just 

need a ride. 

Most of us have already received our first shot and are waiting to get the second. A 

couple of lucky members have already had both shots. One member who was calling in 

from Florida indicated her state is very backward as far as getting appointments. 

It was suggested that you rub your arm after the shot and keep it moving to avoid 

discomfort. Many of us took a pain reliever afterwards, 

Waiting.  

We are waiting. “When can I take my mask off?” “When can I travel?” We know that 

Spring will be here soon and then going out for walks will be more possible than it is 

now with snow on the ground. Some of our members are living and continuing to be 

social. They go to museums or meet friends. She said she still gets out and about. 

Another added that the waiting was initially okay as she planned to read a lot of books, 

which she’s been doing. Books that she’s always wanted to read and now has the time. 

We talked about double masking or not. It was felt that if you can see through your 

mask, it’s useless. If you can blow out a match through your mask, it’s useless.  

There was also some discussion about taking a supplement for bone support. One 

member recommended Nature's Plus Source of Life® Garden Bone Support with 

AlgaeCal. She said a friend recommended it. A recent diagnosis has one member 

taking Prolia.  

Another member talked feeling a more immediate sense of her mortality. There’s more 

behind her than ahead.  

 

 

Symphony Space 
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West Side Afternoon 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
NOVEMBER through JANUARY 
STAYING SAFE WHEN OUTSIDE IN WINTER WEATHER 

• Watch out for metal curbs and sidewalk gratings during rain or snow 

• Wear well-Insulated but flexible footwear so you can maintain a normal walking 
pace on icy sidewalks. Suggested boots: Columbia Women’s Heavenly Shorty 
Omni HEAT Winter Boot, Waterproof & Breathable and Pajar Canada, Vibram 
Artic Grip 

• Double layers are best if you have cold hands – use a light knit liner, like Marmot, 
inside a waterproof glove or ski mitten. 

 

WAYS TO MAINTAIN FLEXIBILITY AND BALANCE 

These options were recommended by group members currently taking them: 

• FALL STOP…Move Strong   
Classes are offered at the JCC Manhattan. Worth the cost due to close attention 

and feedback that each participant receives from the Program’s founder Celeste 

Carlucci.  https://fallstop.net/  

• Elizabeth Hansen’s Yoga Classes 
The longtime TTN member and teacher of yoga to older adults developed Yoga 

to Strengthen and Maintain, a series to help older adults regain and maintain 

some of the muscle mass lost to COVID lockdowns and long hours on Zoom. 

egrhansen@gmail.com  

• QUIGONG with Jeffrey Chand   
He is a Traditional Chinese Medicine practitioner and acupuncturist who studied 

qigong in Taiwan. His website offers many free videos, as well as monthly 

access to new class videos. https://www.qigongforvitality.com/blog/  

 

AIR PURIFIERS 

Several members have purchased air purifiers for their apartments, since the cold 

weather now prevents leaving windows open to clear the air of any viruses. 

• They have Blu Air and Honeywell. Ratings of current models are available at: 
https://www.nytimes.com/wirecutter/reviews/best-air-purifier/ and 
https://www.consumerreports.org/cro/air-purifiers/buying-guide/index.htm  

NY Historical Society 

https://fallstop.net/
mailto:egrhansen@gmail.com
https://www.qigongforvitality.com/blog/
https://www.nytimes.com/wirecutter/reviews/best-air-purifier/
https://www.consumerreports.org/cro/air-purifiers/buying-guide/index.htm
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MASK TIPS 

• To reduce eyeglass fogging when wearing a mask outside, use surgical tape 
made for sensitive skin along the bridge of your nose. This prevents warm air 
from rising up. 

• If you wear KN95s store them in a bag when not being worn, and rotate several 
masks. Replace if any part of the mask becomes wet. 

• Double mask if you expect to be near other persons for more than a few minutes 
and don’t have a KN95. A disposable blue mask should be covered by a closer 
fitting cloth mask that can be washed. 

•  A CDC division is working on industry standards for filtration for NON-medical 
masks. Once the guidelines are issued, products that meet CDC standards will 
be authorized to state this on the mask’s packaging. 
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/your-health/effective-masks.html  

THE VACCINATION EXPERIENCE 

In January, members began sharing information about where and how to search for a 

Covid vaccination appointment on almost a daily basis.  

• Several members experienced cancellation of their first doses due to insufficient 
provider supplies and were offered tips about alternate locations to try. 

• Each member has reported on her own day of vaccination experience, and how 
she felt physically after the procedure. 

• Several members are now close to the date of their second dose. 

• Everyone is looking forward to the time when a majority of New Yorkers will 
actually be vaccinated.  

 

 

  
 

 

 

https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/your-health/effective-masks.html

